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OVERVIEW
Advisement and registration is
stressful and scary, especially
for a first year student. There
are so many different pieces of
this puzzle and my hope is that
this presentation can make it
easy and simple!
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Degree Requirements
DegreeWorks
Advising Meeting
Time Ticket
Registration Pin
Class Sections
Class Key Terms
Prerequisites
Schedule Builder

Degree Requirements
In class, I took time to explain
the difference between general
education requirements, writing
intensive requirements, foreign
language requirements and
presentation skill requirements.
We showed them the different
classes offered and told them
that they should find classes
that interest them. This was the
website we provided them with.
https://catalog.cortland.edu/content.php?c
atoid=41&navoid=5341

DegreeWorks
We went over what is on the
heading of DegreeWorks and what it
means for them. We made sure to
point out who their advisor was so
they could make an advising
appointment with them.
Since I was part of an open
section, we also made sure to
point the “What-If” feature so
they could see requirements for
possible majors or minors. We also
provided this video as another
resource.
How to Use the "What-If" Feature

Advising Meeting
We went over how important
it is to get in contact with
your advisor and make a plan
together to make sure you
are taking the classes you
need to take.
As a personal anecdote, I
told them how my advisor and
i had one meeting where we
sat down and made an 8
semester plan and went
through all of my
requirements and gen eds
needed.

Time Ticket
The students in my section
were confused about when
they were able to register,
so we told them that when
they meet with their advisor
they should ask for their
time information.

Registration Pin
Along with getting their
time ticket from their
advisor we also made sure
that they got their
registration pin so they
were ready to go when it
came time to register!

Class Section Meanings

Class Key Terms
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to registration can be

example, we explained the

overwhelming and confusing, so
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we decided to break it down for
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the students in our section. We
talked about the different ways
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Schedule Builder

To make schedule builder
look less scary, I showed
my class what mine looks
like and then I showed
them the ins and outs and
the easiest way to find
the classes that they
would be interested in
taking. I showed them how
to add breaks and how to
add classes to your
shopping cart to make the
registration process much
easier and less
stressful.

Activities Done in
Class
We gave the class an assignment of
meeting with toys advisor and writing
us a one page reflection of your
meeting and mentioning what you liked
and didn't like about your session
with them. It was hard to do
activities in class because as an
open section we couldn't specify the
lesson to one major and it was hard
to get them to interact.

Student Retention
This reference beef cheeks about
opportunities to improve student
retention. it was found that not
one program could improve retention
rates oh, but there is evidence
that academic advisement is one of
the strongest links to student
retention (Rakes, 2008).

Rakes, M. L. (2008). Developing an academic advisement model to support student retention at Delaware Technical
& Community College, Jack F. Owens Campus. ProQuest Dissertations Publishing.

Reflection
Inside the Classroom
The students did not want to
participate in conversation
so it was very hard to get
input and answer questions.

Outside the Classroom
We posted all of the
PowerPoints on Blackboard so
they could refer back to
everything we provided for
them.

Execution of the Lesson
We made it lecture style,
because it was hard to make
it interactive with everyone
having different majors or
undeclared majors.

My Reflections
I think that I did the best
that I could given the
classroom circumstances. It was
hard to get people to
participate, so I wasn't able
to do the lesson I had hoped,
but I did it so they got all of
the information

